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About New Radio and Performing Arts and Turbulence: 

 

25 years ago this July, I founded the not-for-profit media arts organization, New Radio and 

Performing Arts. For the first fifteen years, the organization focused on radio and sound arts. Our 

New American Radio series commissioned and distributed over 300 original works by American 

artists. Aired as a national weekly series over public radio and distributed internationally from 

1988 to 1998, its works won numerous national and international awards. Now being archived at 

Wesleyan University and on the somewhere.org site, it contains works by Terry Allen, Christian 

Marclay, Pauline Oliveros, Suzan-Lori Parks, Gregory Whitehead, Negativland, Pamela Z, and 

many, many others. 

 

In 1996, as radio funding declined and public stations gave less and less air time to cultural 

programming, we extended our mandate to cyberspace and began commissioning artists to create 

net art for our Turbulence web site. The only site in the US that commissions work on a regular 

basis, Turbulence has commissioned over 100 original works for the Internet and hosted more 

than 20 multi-location performances. Beginning four years ago, with the arrival of the 

organization’s co-director, Jo-Anne Green, we began adding new features to the Turbulence site: 

it now spotlights work by artists from around the world, and provides studios in which artists can 

exhibit larger bodies of work. In 2004 we launched the networked_performance blog to 

document the explosion of new work that is occurring as the result of the migration of computing 

off of the desktop and into the physical world. And we are beginning to commission and exhibit 

some of that new work.  

 

Tonight we would like to focus on the Turbulence web site, review a part of its history with the 

hope of making transparent and intelligible its reliance on technology and its evolution as an 

arena of artistic activity that makes use of digital networks. 

 

http://turbulence.org 
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Defining Net Art: 

 

So let’s start with a definition of Net Art. 

 

The Internet, or “the Net” as it is commonly known, is a publicly accessible worldwide system of 

digital networks that transmit data. It is made up of thousands of smaller networks, and it carries 

various information and services, such as electronic mail, online chat, AND the interlinked Web 

pages and other documents of the World Wide Web.i 

 

The Internet and the World Wide Web are not synonymous, although they are often used 

interchangeably. The Internet is a collection of interconnected computer networks, linked by 

copper wires, fiber-optic cables, etc.; the Web is a collection of interconnected documents, 

linked by hyperlinks and URLs. It is accessible using the Internet.  

 

Net art, then, means art that uses the internet as its medium and that cannot be experienced 

without it. To quote a definition by Steve Dietz, former curator of new media at the Walker Art 

Center in Minneapolis: Internet art projects are “art projects for which the Net is both a sufficient 

and necessary condition of viewing/expressing/participating.” 

 

 
Image: Simple Net Art Diagram by MTAA, 1997 

 

Internet art projects are often, but not always, interactive, participatory and based on multimedia 

– text, sound and visuals. 
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Emerging Media are Imitative 

 

Emerging media are imitative, “rooted in the past, in the practices, formats and deep assumptions 

of their predecessors.” ii They reflect inherited forms of thought and experience. The power of 

the new medium “is latent, but invisible…suppressed, ignored or not well enough understood to 

overcome the power of the familiar, the power of continuity.”iii 

 

The Novel provides an excellent example. The novel started as an amalgam of older forms,– the 

romance, the picaresque tale, certain forms of religious autobiography, various forms of 

journalism and historical writing. At first the novel combined these elements haphazardly. Then, 

nourished by an enlarging audience that made novel-writing profitable, the central story-form of 

the age of print began to emerge and distinguish itself clearly from earlier forms. iv 

 

http://turbulence.org/blog/ 

 

Blogging is also a good example. A blog is a website in which items are posted on a regular basis 

and displayed in reverse chronological order. The term blog is a shortened form of Weblog.v 

Before the Internet became commonplace, blogging as a form of writing did not exist. Gradually, 

however, it has emerged as a distinct way of writing with its own conventions separate from 

other literary genres. Blogging is a very clear example of technology shaping the manner in 

which people communicate ideas and emotions to others. 

 

1996: Early Turbulence work: 

 

The Grimm Tale. The Story of the Youth Who Went Forth to Learn What Fear Was, produced 

by Marianne Petit with John Neilson for the 1996 launch of the Turbulence website, is a literary 

narrative. It transfers a familiar tale by the Brothers Grimm from the print medium to the World 

Wide Web, using only the simplest of technologies, practically the only ones available at the 

time: HTMLvi and the animated gifvii on the user’s side and CGI scripting on the server. viii 

http://turbulence.org/Works/grimm 
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Interactivity, which new media equates with “a strictly physical interaction between a user and a 

computer”ix is limited in this work. The user or audience can only follow one path through the 

work: straight ahead. 

 

Marianne Petit approached her work with an understanding of the network, the limits of 

available software, and an intuitive sense for the web's emerging aesthetic. Her decisions, to 

break the original tale into small increments, to limit each page to a single event, action or piece 

of dialogue, were decisions made in the interest of fast viewing. At this time, as some of you 

may remember, only slow, 28.8 dial-up modems were available. For quick and easy download, 

she made efficient use of imagery and animation. 

 

But it is the appropriateness of Marianne’s use of animated GIFS that distinguishes this work. 

 

 
 

http://turbulence.org/Works/grimm/chapter_7.htm 

 

Scene from 'The Grimm Tale':, [Andrew Leonard wrote in his article for Wired 

Magazine, “The Jerk-Stop Aesthetic”xi] Man holds club. Man swings club. Man thumps 

demon cat on head. Gouts of red blood spurt from cat. Lather, rinse, repeat. Four frames 

jerking forward in endless, cyclic succession, a textbook example of "gif89" animation 

technology...[contributing to what Leonard called] jerk-stop art – a stuttering, jittery, 
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clunky mode of expression rising up in response to the low-bandwidth, high latency 

limitations of the Web as a medium....”xii 

 

As Leonard went on to note, The Grimm Tale profits from the web's restrictions. "Cartoonish, 

clumsy, and stark, the endless cycling" of GIFs “picks up on the repetitive theme of brute horror 

in this, one of the darkest of Grimm stories about a boy so obsessed with his inability to 

experience fear, that he sleeps with dead men, uses skulls as bowling balls, and commits all sorts 

of violence.” 

 

There was a tendency at this time to compare and disparage web works because they did not 

share the aesthetic of works produced in other, more technically sophisticated media such as film 

or video. But works like Grimm were not poor competitors. They were necessary parts of the 

ongoing process of creating more lasting and meaningful art in a new medium. Or, to paraphrase 

the words of another Turbulence artist, they were “the unfinished insufficient precursors” of 

what one can see today.xiii 

 

And none more so than Snuff, another 1996 work by composer Harris Skibell and his 

programming partner, Damon Horowitz. 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/Skibell/snuffgate.html 

 

To its author Snuff now seems a small and limited work “[definitely] show[ing] its age in terms 

of design and functionality.”xiv 
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The idea or concept for the piece was to extract data (text, graphics, and sounds) from an 

external web site, and clone the data in a new web browser window. The cloned content would 

then be used as a palette with which to construct a new work, “a kind of sandbox” where people 

could “finger paint” using found text, graphics and sounds. 

 

 
 

At the time there were few tools that would allow users to interact with these elements within a 

web browser. So the issues Skibell – a composer deeply interested in bringing sound to the web  

– faced were formidable: 
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Web browsers at that time just handled text and graphics. So: how do you play sounds in a 

browser?  How do you deliver the data to the browser? How do you stream the large amount of 

data a sound file contains through slow modem connections? And once delivered, how do you 

control sound, how do you attach it, to an image for instance, or alter it dynamically along with 

pictures and text? 

 

There was a Quicktime plugin which played sound through the browser and there was 

RealAudio, which was primarily used for background sound streams. But simple things like 

rolling your mouse over a graphic and playing a sound, while long available in software for CD-

ROM and kiosk interface design (Director, etc) were not available for the browser. 

Skibell remembers the time this way: 

 

In that exciting period, the promise of the technology outpaced what it could actually do, 

and how many people had access to it. 

 

I was bugging people at Hotwired and Razorfish to think about music and audio as an 

important design component (even though the technology wasn't available … to support 

it) - "it's coming!" was the mantra, “it's coming!" 

 

Skibell and his collaborator, Damon Horowitz, turned to Java to get what would now be regarded 

as trivial stuff working.  

 

Java, for those of you unfamiliar with it, is a full programming language. It was launched by Sun 

Microsystems in May, 1995. The motivating idea behind Java was to create a program that could 

run anywhere, on any platform (Windows, Mac, Unix, etc), in a web browser, in a cell phone or 

in any appliance. There was lots of code in it to program sounds and graphics and other 

multimedia “content.” And with the language you could create a program as complex as, say, 

Photoshop that could run or function anywhere.xv 
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A few months after its launch, Java was supported as a plugin in Netscape (which was the 

browser then). Once it became a plugin it was distributed with all new browser downloads; it 

was accessible. 

 

“Just accomplishing the inconsequential task of playing a sound when you roll over a graphic,” 

Skibell recalls, “was exciting to us – not because it was so hard, but because it hadn't been done 

before … and now that Java [was] becoming widely used, finally this ability could be 

distributed.” It could be used by visitors to Snuff. 

 

At the risk of over simplification, what we see in the 1996 work on the Turbulence site is work 

where artists 1) recognize interactivity as a characteristic of the new medium, and 2) explore 

what it means within the constraints of what is technically possible (not very much). 

 

Artists at this time are also interested in making their work accessible to the contributions of 

others.xvi Skibell, for instance, wanted his audience to be able to choose sites to be snuffed, not 

just snuff the site he had selected.  

 

And, finally, artists are beginning to connect their work to information available outside of the 

work.  

 

As they are able to realize these ends, the thinking about interactivity enlarges; it becomes more 

than navigating from one page to another through pre-authored links. It begins to include a larger 

role for the user in the realization of the work. Skibell, for instance, creates the opportunity for 

his users to “fingerpaint” with the “snuffed” text and images – to make a part of the work 

themselves. 

 

These developments will in turn trigger changes in the idea of authorship and of the artwork. 

Whose artwork is it when the user brings content to it? What kind of an artwork is one that 

depends for its full realization on the user’s participation? What is art under these circumstances? 
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These questions are not new questions. The work of Robert Rauschenberg, John Cage, Alan 

Kaprow, Fluxus, and others raised the same questions – about authorship, audience and work. 

 

Other Web Narratives and Uses of Narrative Elements 

 

Artists working in 1996 and 97 thought of the web as a new frontier. 

 

And the frontier metaphor and attendant Wild West gunfight and computer cowboy imagery 

were very much in evidence. 

 

Frontier Town 2000 or FT2K, (1997) by Diane Bertolo ranks among the memorable works from 

this time. 

 

 
 

http://turbulence.org/Works/FT2K/index.html 

 

The setting is an electronic frontier town and the work alludes to popular mythology of the 

American West – to computer hacker cowboys, webmaster sheriffs and gold-rush dot-com 

opportunities. The analogy is nearly perfect, as Mark Voge remarked, because “both the 

American Western and the web site are unreal.” 

 

In Bertolo’s frontier town, the buildings are single-image flat facades – false fronts – attached to 

wire frames… 
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And like the stage-prop facades of the early American frontier towns, which they resemble, there 

is nothing behind them – nothing but the emptiness of the frontier. Which for Bertolo is just like 

what exists behind Web art:  the emptiness of another frontier.xvii 

 

Many of the early Turbulence works are self-referential in the way that Bertolo’s work is. Their 

reference point is the World Wide Web, not the real world or its day-to-day concerns – 

sometimes this work projects a picture of what the Web really is or isn’t; sometimes it talks 

about the limitations – the technology that is not yet in place; Sometimes it takes issue with other 

aspects of the hyperbole surrounding the Web. 

 

Radio_Starexviii (1997) by John Neilson, a composer, musician and programmer, is one of those 

works. Without saying so, it makes its comment on the (already) over-hyped idea of interactivity. 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/radio_stare/radio_stare.swf 

 

Unfortunately no longer viewable xix, Radio_Stare dealt humorously with the then current rage 

for interactivity and what was called at the time “the twitching finger” (click, click, click, move 

on, move on, move on) – John’s work was slow. It placed its user in the passenger’s seat of a 

moving automobile on a clear dark night. The view was straight ahead. The radio was playing. 

The opening text, which is actually the only text in the piece, said it all. 

 

The highway’s clear 
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We can make good time 

You’re in the passenger seat 

Leave the driving to us 

Feel free to change the station 

On a clear night the sky just seems to disappear 

I can hear the stars singing 

Are we there yet? 

 

 
 

And so the user must give up his urgent clicking – to get, where? – and leave the navigation to 

John, who drives a linear path through a dark emptiness – with only a round yellow moon in the 

sky – and white center lines in the headlights of the car. On and on… Are we there yet? 

Instructions tell you to adjust the volume of the “radio”, turn out the lights and listen. This is 

your only interaction with the piece. 

 

But Radio Stare does something more, something that until this time none of the Turbulence 

works had done. John introduced two kinds of sound into his work – the purported radio sound in 

the piece: the slow steady rhythm of a drum combined with the mellow sound of a synthesizer – 

and a live stream from a police scanner. i.e., he taps into an outside source, another network, one 

that is live, readily available and completely unpredictable – not even the police, whose network 

it is, can anticipate all that is being transmitted over it. It is this outside source – well beyond the 
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control of the composer – that determines “the feel” of the work and in the process captures the 

unpredictable nature of the outside networks it employs.xx 

 

Narrative and the Game: 

 

A year later, in 1998, I invited Marianne Petit and John Neilson to take part with me in the 

construction of a narrative work that was also a game. The work was called Solitaire. 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/solitaire/index.html 

 

The idea behind Solitaire was to combine the pleasure of a card game with the challenge of 

telling a story. To realize this, each Solitaire deck contains 54 cards picked randomly from a 

database of cards. 52 of these have drawings on one side and a line of prewritten text on the 

other. The remaining two are jokers or free cards on which the player can write his/her own text. 

 

   
 

Using this combination of prewritten texts and texts written by the player in real time, any player 

can author a story. 

 

Here is how it Works: 

 

Go to the web site. 

Click on the card. 

Give yourself a name. 
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Give the deck a virtual shuffle. 

Deal yourself a hand. 

 

Draw one card, then another, and another. Three in all. Click on each card. 

Black and white images appear. They look like woodcuts: the face of a woman, a city in shadow, 

a dark figure fading in and out of focus. 

 

Click on each card again. Short texts appear. 

 

If the text on any one of the cards interests you, you can select it by clicking on the words “select 

this line.” If not you can “throw it away” and draw another card. Each time a text selection is 

made, the text automatically appears on the right side of the screen making it possible to keep 

track of the developing story. When finished, you can name and sign your story and store it (or 

not) in the online gallery. 

 

The prewritten texts in Solitaire are all geared to the notion of the solitude: a lonely landscape, 

isolated characters, things remembered, the hope of finding another person. “Shadows” by a 

player calling himself Spiv Vey is an example of a player using both my texts and his own to 

create a story about a solitary person. I’ll raise my hand to indicate which words are Spiv Vey’s 

contribution to the story. 

 

He lies in wait... 

An eerie dark emptiness reigns 

Sometimes he sees a lifeless form 

  Sometimes a shadow turning 

Echoey voices pursue him 

Among the abandoned brick buildings with their shattered windows, their rusted and broken fire 

escapes 

Disturbing thoughts poke around in the empty corners of his mind 

In the milky twilight he listens for a presence he knows he will never find again. 
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  Still he waits, silently in the shadows… 

 

Hundreds of stories have been written for Solitaire. Many are simply unrelated selections strung 

together. But others evidence creative minds at work trying to shape meaningful events from a 

series of more or less disparate parts. 

 

Solitaire is not a story. Not a narrative with a cause and effect trajectory.xxi It is a database, 

containing a list of sentences and sentence fragments. It is not a story, yet it holds the possibility 

of stories; the stories themselves are “created” only when members of the public engage with the 

work and put together from phrases and short sentences randomly delivered from the database, a 

series of connected events caused or experienced by the he and she characters. 

 

As artist, I have moved away from the idea of creating a finished product or art object and 

instead create… options: A way for others to create narratives. 

 

Andy Deck, who began his career as a painter, then changed direction in 1990, and began 

learning computer programming, understood this change in the role of the artist early on in his 

career. 

 

His work became collaborative around 1996 – and as he writes, “All of a sudden, it was less 

important for me to make images myself. I began to see my role more as providing a framework 

for other people – whether artists or not – to be creative and to confront new technology in the 

context of art.” Deck’s works include collaborative drawing spaces, game-like search engines, 

problematic interfaces, and something he calls information art. 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/cultmap/index.html 
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CultureMap, created for Turbulence in 2000 is one of the works he calls information art. He also 

calls it “A visualization of proportion, disproportion, direction, and indirection in the content and 

no content of the World Wide Web.” 

 

CultureMap poses questions about how people find information on the Web and about what 

information they find. 

 

In searching for information on the Web, Deck says, most people use portals like AOL or Yahoo. 

And these portals offer very similar categorical entry points: such as Finance, Society, Shopping. 

These common place terms are something like a map of Web content. They tell us what’s out 

there. How arbitrary are they as starting points? And do they in fact reflect the actual content – 

the depth and diversity – of the Web? 

 

CultureMap is the work of a creative programmer who is also an avid critic of corporate culture 

and the mass media. And while he, like Bertolo, offers a critique of the World Wide Web, he 

does not use Bertolo’s totalizing metaphor (a literary device from an earlier medium), but rather, 

focusing on the actual web, provides his user with a framework within which he/she can make 
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his own discoveries: that information is not always presented accurately, that the picture we are 

given is not the only picture or necessarily a correct one. 

 

 
 

http://turbulence.org/Works/imprimatur/index.php 

 

Later, in 2005, Deck will create a second work for Turbulence called Imprimatur. Imprimatur is 

a free, easy-to-use tool for producing posters. Users contribute content to a poster layout using 

their web browser. They can share this process and collaborate with others who are not present; 

and they can download the poster when complete to any printer and print it out for use. The 

artist, rather than providing images, provides a system that encourages "viewers" to choose 

themes and produce their own messages. It propels on-line expression out of the ink jet and into 

the streets.  

 

To return to 2000, 2001, it was roughly at this time that visualization projects – projects that 

reveal the hidden structures around us, that make the imperceptible, perceptible – became 
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endemic on the Net. And the ghost town, memory palaces and empty space of the earlier years 

give way to the visualization of the heretofore unseen. 

  

If Romantic artists [Lev Manovich writes] thought of certain phenomena and effects as un-

representable, as something which goes beyond the limits of human senses and reason, data 

visualization artists aim at precisely the opposite: to map such phenomena into a representation 

whose scale is comparable to the scales of human perception and cognition.”xxii 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/song/method/method.html 

 

In 2001 Turbulence commissioned the Shape of Song. The artist is Martin Wattenberg, a Ph.D. 

in mathematics, who has worked in the field of financial data visualization and become known 

for the SmartMoney.com Map of the Market. His solo work, for Turbulence, not surprisingly, 

centers on mapping information. 

 

What does music look like? 
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The pictures that appear on the pages of this work were created by Wattenberg with a simple but 

novel algorithm that translates invisible structures into geometry.xxiii 

 

As Wattenberg writes: “…The custom softwarexxiv in this work draws musical patterns in the 

form of translucent arches, allowing viewers to see—literally—the shape of any composition 

available on the Web. The resulting images reflect the full range of musical forms, from the deep 

structure of Bach to the crystalline beauty of Philip Glass.” 

 

Here is another kind of artist – one who was not trained in an art school – but who comes to art 

with mathematical and computational skills. 

 

Golan Levin, who calls himself a computational artist, was not trained in an art school either, but 

received undergraduate and graduate degrees from the MIT Media Laboratory where he studied 

with John Maeda in the Aesthetics and Computation Group. Between degrees, he worked for 

four years as an interaction designer and research scientist at Interval Research Corporation. 

 

In 2002, Levin created The Secret Lives of Numbers for Turbulence. 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/nums/index.html 
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Using custom software, public search engines and powerful statistical techniques, Levin and his 

collaborators undertook an exhaustive study to determine the relative popularity of every integer 

between 0 and one million, thereby obtaining a picture of the Internet community's numeric 

interests and inclinations.”xxv 

 

In The Secret Lives of Numbers he attempts to make some of the more striking trends visible. 

It’s Levin’s hope that the work will lend some insight into what he calls “the cognitive structure 

of numeracy, culture, and memory. “Although we like to think of numbers as objective and 

removed from our personal lives,” he says, “numbers reflect us… our culture, our minds, and our 

bodies.” 

 

This reflection is the focus of The Secret Lives of Numbers.xxvi 

 

The prevalence of visualization projects at this time points, or seems to point , to a movement 

away from narrative issues, away from interests located solely within the arts (such as inter-

disciplinary work), and toward complex programming, scientific and mathematical issues. The 

sudden overwhelming surge in this kind of work prompted the 2002 Prix Ars Electronica jury to 

caution artists against submitting more of it to the competition, and to remark: 

 

“…we feel that there is much more out there that deserves consideration.”xxvii 

 

No doubt there was, but visualization projects were legion, and many of them, very interesting, 

even curious. 

 

In 2003, for instance, Cory Arcangelxxviii looked into his machine’s memory (RAM) and created 

Data Diaries, eleven hours of Quicktime video that visualized its contents.  

 

RAM stands for "random access memory". It is the area of the computer in which data is 

processed. As computers are used, data gets loaded in and out of RAM. This process is 

completely opaque for the user, but no aspect of a modern operating system can function without 
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data first being loaded into RAM. For example, click on an application, this application is loaded 

into RAM and then executed; surf the web: before a page can be displayed it needs to be loaded 

into RAM.  

 

In modern computer operating systems’ RAM never gets erased, it just gets over-written. In this 

way the RAM of a computer tends to be like a giant junkyard of discarded data.  At the end of 

the day the computer’s RAM contains fragments of program code, movies, emails, websites, and 

blank space all massed together byte by byte. Each day of the month the data will be different 

depending on the usage of the computer that particular day. 

 

So what Cory did was take the RAM file – his computer's memory file – and each day for 31 

days in January ’03, he fooled the Quicktime applicationxxix into thinking the RAM file was a 

video file. Presto: “memory” made visible as “video art”. 

 

 
 

There are a number of interesting observations that can be made about this work. 
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One: Having fooled the application Quicktime into treating his computer’s memory as video, 

Cory sat back and let the computer create the work. The otherwise hidden data of memory were 

transformed into something visual – a video – not by the artist but by the computer. 

 

As Alex Galloway writes in the essay that accompanies this work: 

 

Every so often an artist makes a work of art by doing almost nothing. No hours of 

torturous labor, no deep emotional expression, just a simple discovery and out it pops. 

What did Cory Arcangel do in this piece? Next to nothing. The computer did the work, 

and he just gave it a form.  

 

And two: the work deliberately makes use of the relationship between human memory and 

machine memory. Data Diaries contains bits and pieces of the artist’s everyday reality. We 

operate on memory. The machine operates on memory. In Data Diaries the two mix and mingle. 

Cory’s memory/machine memory. The boundary between is erased. And with it some part of the 

barrier between web art and the real world.xxxi 

 

But what about narrative? Marginalized as it appears at this time, there are artists whose works 

suggest that narrative will not remain so, but will returnxxxii – not as we are accustomed to seeing 

it – whole, entire, complete – but in other forms. 

 

In 2002 David Crawford, who studied film and video at the Massachusetts College of Art, began 

producing his Stop Motion Studies (SMS) with photographs shot in the subways of Sweden, 

London, Paris, Boston, and New York. In 2003 we commissioned Stop Motion Studies-Tokyo, a 

series of five works that chronicle Crawford’s documentation of subway passengers in Tokyo, 

Japan during late October of that year. 
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http://turbulence.org/Works/sms/index.html 

 

“In these photographs,” Crawford writes, “the body language of the subjects becomes the basic 

syntax for a series of animations exploring movement, gesture, and algorithmic montage…”xxxiii 

 

They are extensions of Crawford’s long-standing interest in narrative. 

 

In an interview with him, I asked if he felt that the Stop Motion Studies were creating some kind 

of fusion of net concerns and real world representation? He drew a parallel between the subways 

he presents and the Internet. They are both networks. Both bring into close contact people from a 

wide range of social and cultural backgrounds. “While far from utopian.” he said, “both are 

inclusive in spirit and represent two of the most dynamic vestiges of public space we have. They 

are also full of "gray areas" when it comes to distinctions between public and private.”xxxiv 
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But what of the pictures themselves? What is Crawford doing? 

 

“…if you take a photo of a person and examine their body language [Crawford said] you 

can often infer a significant amount of emotional information. Matisse said that he didn't 

paint things, but the differences between things. The stills in the SMS project are 

unimportant—it's the differences between them which matter. Honing in on just a handful 

of frames amplifies this data.” 

 

And it allows allows the differences between them to tell the story.  

 

1 Year Performance Video is one of a series of updates of seminal performance art from the 60s 

and 70s by two artists who call themselves MTAA: M. River and T. Whid Art Associates. 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/1Year 

 

In 1978 during the heyday of extreme acts done in the name of art, Brooklyn-based artist, Sam 

Hsieh decided to do a performance that would last one year. He built a cage-like cell in his studio 

and sealed himself in. Someone brought him food and took away his waste every day. Viewers 
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could come and witness the artwork and how it was progressing at scheduled visiting times. He 

unsealed himself a year later. 

 

This piece was, like other work done at this time, an attempt to include another dimension – time 

– in an artwork. Time was the final product. Once the year was over, there was no more artwork. 

This also meant in theory that the artwork could not be bought or sold. It also involved the artist 

physically in the work, so that artist and artwork were indistinguishable. 

 

 
 

MTAA’s 1 Year Performance Video is a twist on Hsieh’s work. What you see when you go to 

the site is side-by-side videos of the two artists in identical cell-like rooms. The artists go about 

the activities possible within their cells: in the morning they wake and breakfast; at around 1PM 

and 7PM they eat; sometimes they exercise; sometimes they surf the net; sometimes they sit and 

stare at the wall; at around midnight, they go to bed. 

 

But you are not watching them. You are watching video footage put together to look as if they 

are there. The images are edited together by a computer program as they run so that every viewer 

is seeing a somewhat different cut. i.e., when you go to the website the program looks at your 

local time to see whether it is daytime or nighttime and then calls up video clips that relate to that 

time. If you check it in the morning server scripts call up morning activities and you see the 

artists doing things like brushing their teeth or combing their hair; at night you see them doing 

night-time activities. There’s an accompanying sound track as well. 
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When you first go to the work, you are asked to log-on. In this way the program can supposedly 

keep track of how much time you actually spend looking at the piece. The piece is completed 

when a viewer has logged on for one year of viewing time. In other words the artists appear to be 

transferring the onus of the one-year commitment from the artist (Hsieh) to the viewer. But in 

fact the viewer can be absent while his machine runs the work, which means the onus of the one-

year commitments is transferred to the machine, which runs 160 pre-taped clips continuously — 

and according to the clock – for the course of a year. 

 

The artists believe they are pointing out how the creative process has changed through 

technology since the original Hsieh piece was created. They are also raising questions about art 

created by computers. Let this one run for one year; and the piece is complete. 

 

But who is the viewer? Who the artist? And, when the year is safely past, what is the artwork?  

 

While this might seem a good place to end this presentation, it would be an ending that does not 

include even a quarter of what there is to show. There are works that are more like moving 

abstract paintings than anything else. They rely, as so much of this work does, on the database. 

But interactivity is limited; these works are to be watched. 

 

An example is Michael Takeo Magruder’s <event> 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/magruder/index.htm 

 

In <event>, Magruder re-presents 31 news items. These samples of audio, image, text and video 

information, which would ordinarily stream toward us in a rapid, undifferentiated flow, are 

extracted, slowed down, and meticulously crafted so that they become moments of quiet 

contemplation that can be viewed and re-viewed in one's own time. In a way they force us to 

"reflect upon the minute isolated occurrences of which history in an empirical sense is 

composed." 
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The viewer can apply an array of colored filters to these events, like the gels used in theater 

lighting. He can, in fact, choose to view events "through rose-colored glasses." Depending on the 

color, the moving image either partially obscures or reveals the 'truth', i.e. word. One can choose 

to literally tone down the rhetoric, or inflame it. One filter filters out the others. Multicolored, 

Magruder's default, represents ambiguity. 

 

With the motion slowed, and much of the detail removed from the images, one can begin to see 

what news actually 'looks' like. You see the outlines and the spaces in-between words. You study 

the news as you would study a painting. The dark gray spaces between the words form vertical 

and diagonal lines that resemble marks, networks, or microscopic organisms. Despite the 

regimen of text, the smoky images floating on top diffuse the linear edges into billowing organic 

shapes. As with abstract painting, you instinctively look for recognizable forms, and are 

especially comforted by those that are human. These run in slow motion, away from burning 

rubble and bullets; or gather to talk about Bird Flu, SARS, and Mars.xxxv 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/liu/index.html 

 

Tap Evol: The Setup by Victor Liu is a customized video player that taps into a database of video 

clips. Fragments of video from the database are mixed in real-time, generating an ever-changing 
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stream of limitless duration. The selection of source video presented here—The Setup— is 

drawn from computer game cutscenes and television commercials. The mini-narratives and 

situations from these clips are broken apart and fed into the software engine, producing an aura 

of intrigue and unresolved purpose. 

 

 

 

The viewer watches this work. There is no interactivity. 

 

We’re going to bring this presentation to an end now with two works from 2005.  

 

Michael Mandiberg makes his work from himself and his activities in the real world. “I can't 

quite figure out why I have never been able to even passably tell/write a story that didn't 

happen…” he says in an interview with Rena Jana. “ I guess I am whole lot more interested in ... 

stories that have actually happened, or [in] creating situations in the real world which will 

inevitably generate participation, interaction, stories, and fictions. So I create situations in which 

I can retell what has happened, or create the story on the fly in the real.” 

 

http://turbulence.org/Works/innetwork 
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sorry 2 wake u! Much sorry 2 wake u! Much easier 2 do w u in my time zone. Smile. Up since 

5. Now listening 2 ipod & readng nytimes bstseller frm airport shop. See u v soon! Xo j 
 

A story or document “on the fly” is exactly what he and his partner. Julia Steinmetz produced in 

IN Network. 

 

One of the first net art pieces to utilize weblog and podcasting technologies, IN Network made 

available the real-life relationship of Michael Mandiberg and his partner Julia Steinmetz while 

they were separated. Originally together and residents of California, Mandiberg came to New 

York in March 2005 to take up a position at the College of Staten Island. Steinmetz was to 

follow. During the month of separation, the couple, one in New York, the other in California 

performed their relationship via a photo blog and podcasts of their phone conversations. There 

were also several live audio webcasts of them sleeping together on their cell phones. All of their 

text and picture messages were routed through the Turbulence site, becoming available to anyone 

who wanted to watch. They are now archived there. 
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IN Network is a live, extended cell-phone performance about living together while apart. 

 

Finally, Grafik Dynamo, by Kate Armstrong and Michael Tippett, is a live action comic strip. It 

is made up of one web page containing three rectangular frames, all the same size. These panels 

are superimposed on a larger rectangular shape decorated with a blue and white pattern highly 

reminiscent of Roy Lichtenstein's Ben-Day dots. Each panel contains a different image that is 

replaced by another every 1-5 seconds – not, as you will note, synchronously. 

 

 
 

http://turbulence.org/Works/dynamo/index.html 

 

The images are fed from blogs and news sources on the web, using a feed from LiveJournalxxxvi, 

a personal publishing site with over 2 million active participants. They are accompanied by 

narrative fragments that are dynamically loaded into speech and thought bubbles and randomly 

displayed. At the bottom of each panel is a white rectangular overlay, containing a sentence or 

sentence fragment that is refreshed in the same way the thought balloons are. Together, images 

and sentence fragments create a strange, dislocated sense and expectation in the reader. 

Sometimes at complete odds with each other; sometimes in complete synch, they are always 

moving, always changing. 
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There is no reader-interaction with the work, no way to navigate it by pointing and clicking. 

Despite this, the work forces the viewer to engage in a mental construction, to forge a link 

between text and images, between thought balloons and sentence fragments, to find a connection 

between frames, to find a story; or to simply submit to the discontinuity and occasional moments 

of perfect or seeming sense. 

 

Grafik Dynamo is an experimental open-ended narrative, reminding us on the one hand, of 

Solitaire, where reader/writers receive sentences and parts of sentences randomly, and must 

make sense of them by constructing a narrative line, and Diane Bertolo’s insistence that her 

FT2K is at best a broken narrative in which the visitor must create his own story, an invisible 

story in that it never remains for another viewer to see. But Grafik Dynamo, unlike either 

Solitaire or FT2K, draws on the flow of data streaming from the web – a “smorgasbord of visual 

fragments generated by people whose only apparent connection is their simultaneous use of a 

particular communication technology.”xxxvii It is a networked experiment positing, as its authors 

say, “a hybrid between the flow of data animating the work and the formal parameter that 

comprises its structure (the comic strip).”xxxviii An experiment in open-ended narrative, of the net, 

by the net, for the net. And a very different critter from the one with which we began. 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES 

                                                 
i Condensed from the Wikipedia definition at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InterNet. “The Internet, or simply the 
Net, is the publicly accessible worldwide system of interconnected computer networks that transmit data by packet 
switching using a standardized Internet Protocol (IP). It is made up of thousands of smaller commercial, academic, 
domestic, and government networks. It carries various information and services, such as electronic mail, online chat, 
and the interlinked Web pages and other documents of the World Wide Web. 
 
Contrary to some common usage, the Internet and the World Wide Web are not synonymous: the Internet is a 
collection of interconnected computer networks, linked by copper wires, fiber-optic cables, etc.; the Web is a 
collection of interconnected documents, linked by hyperlinks and URLs, and is accessible using the Internet.” 
 
ii David Thorburn and Henry Jenkins, Rethinking Media Change. The MIT Press, 2003, Introduction, p.12. 
 
iii Ibid., 1-16. 
 
iv Ibid. p 10. 
 
v “Authoring a blog, maintaining a blog or adding an article to an existing blog is called "blogging". Individual 
articles on a blog are called "blog posts," "posts" or "entries". A person who posts these entries is called a "blogger". 
A blog comprises text, hypertext, images, and links (to other web pages and to video, audio and other files). Blogs 
use a conversational style of documentation. Often blogs focus on a particular "area of interest", such as 
Washington, D.C.'s political goings-on. Some blogs discuss personal experiences.” Retrieved from the Wikipedia: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blogging 
 
vi Plain html tends to create static pages. (You click on a link to download a different page). Dynamic html, which 
became available in 1997, shifts more activity to the client computer. Instead of making the computer wait for new 
data to come down the modem, dynamic html pages contain information that tells the page how to interact with the 
user and makes it possible for almost anything to change at runtime. (It might for instance, change the color of a 
word when you move a mouse over it) 
 
vii gif89, it was called. – one of the two main online image formats for the web. GIF animations were frames that 
could be set to play once on a web page, or to loop continuously or a set number of times. 
 
viii CGI (The Common Gateway Interface) is a standard protocol for interfacing external application software with 
an information server, commonly a web server. This allows the server to pass requests from a client web browser to 
the external application. The web server can then return the output from the application to the web browser. When 
you put together the parts of ghouls falling down the chimney in Marianne Petit’s The Grimm Tale, you are using 
CGI scripting. You request a particular set of legs in your web browser. The server responds to your request and 
returns those legs to your browser (i.e., makes those legs visible in your browser. 
 
ix Manovich, Lev, The Language of New Media, The MIT Press, 2001, p. 232 
 
xi http://www.hotwired.com/packet/leonard/96/41/index3a.html  (no longer active) 
 
xii http://www.hotwired.com/packet/leonard/96/41/index3a.html  (no longer active) 
 
xiii “In Search of Meaningful Events: Curatorial Algorithms and Malleable Aesthetics”, retrieved from 
http://andyland.net 
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xiv From an email exchange between Helen Thorington and Harries Skibell, 2004 
 
xv For more information on the Java programming language, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_%28Sun%29 
 
xvi Audience participation with artworks was a lively expanding area of interest for artists and art theorists in the 
1960s and 1970s. Burnham, for example, argued for the importance of understanding artworks in their 
environmental context and that all things ‘which process art data, are components of the work of art’. So by that 
definition, the audience is part of the artwork. As early as 1966, Roy Ascott had developed a theoretical position in 
which participation and interaction between the audience and the artwork were central [1]. He later gave up the 
practice of making art objects all together: ‘In California in the 1970s, introduced to the computer conferencing 
system of Jacques Vallée, Informedia, I saw at once its potential as a medium for art and in 1979 abandoned 
painting entirely in order to devote myself wholly and exclusively to exploring telematics as a medium for art’ [2]. 
In other art forms, such as Happenings, participation was also prevalent. Kirby described rather basic examples of 
participation in Allan Kaprow's Eat thus, ‘Directly in front of the entrance, apples hung on rough strings from the 
ceiling. If the visitor wished, he could remove one of the apples and eat it or, if he was not very hungry, merely take 
a bite from it and leave it dangling’. Participation in the artwork by becoming part of the art system and interacting 
with whatever the artist provided was becoming a familiar experience, whether it was typing at the keyboard or 
eating the apple. 
 
xvii In Some S-I-S-S-J-F-F-D-E-M-T-W- A-I-D-C-F-A-A-S-T-W-C-S-M-R-W-L-G-I-T-R-H-W-M-C’s of Web Art 
for Web Project 8 at the Total Museum of Contemporary Art in Seole, Korea, Dec. 1, 2000 – Feb.1, 2001. 
 
xviii Neilson’s work is no longer available for the reasons mentioned below, but a part of it may be seen at: 
http://Turbulence.org/Works/radio_stare/radio_stare.swf  
 
xix Radio Stare depended on the user's machine being able to receive and play a MIDI file and a Realaudio stream at 
the same time, along with the Flash animation. When the piece was created this was possible. New generations of 
the various media players will only handle the one media type they are intended to play and ignore others. The main 
culprit here is RealPlayer which grabs the computers' audio card to play its stream, and locks out other players from 
playing MIDI. Without all three streams/loops running Radio Stare is not the piece the artist intended.  From an 
email exchange with the artist, December 2002. 
 
xx “It is also interesting,” as Peter Traub writes in his MFA thesis, “to consider the network relationships that 
pervade this piece. The individual police officers each comprise a node attached to the central hub, which is the 
dispatcher. As they move about the area, they each report back their experiences and actions. Their sonic output is 
mixed in a collage of communication that each officer hears. That collage is then sent out over the Web through a 
scanner site, appropriated in a work of art, and sent back out over the Web to a new group of nodes, the audience. 
Radio Stare is successful because it uses the Web’s communication potential in such a simple but profoundly 
thought provoking way. Through its use of the police scanners, it becomes a work about the communication network 
it utilizes.” 
 
xxi Manovich, Lev, The Language of New Media, p. 225. 
 
xxii This article can be retrieved at: http://www.manovich.net/DOCS/data_art.doc; According to the website 
www.manovich.net (February 2004) this article will be incorporated as a chapter in a forthcoming book Lev 
Manovich, Info Aesthetics: Information and Form (forthcoming). 
 
xxiii An algorithm is a finite set of well-defined instructions – a procedure or rule-based method for accomplishing 
some task. Think of it as being like a recipe. 
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xxiv The software in The Shape of Song is written entirely in the Java programming language, with an applet to 
handle user interface and visualization and a servlet to read MIDI files from the web. The software analyses MIDI 
files only. 
 
xxv For example, certain numbers, such as 212, 486, 911, 1040, 1492, 1776, 68040, or 90210, occur more frequently 
than their neighbors because they are used to denominate the phone numbers, tax forms, computer chips, famous 
dates, or television programs that figure prominently in our culture. Regular periodicities in the data, located at 
multiples and powers of ten, mirror our cognitive preference for round numbers in our biologically-driven base-10 
numbering system. Certain numbers, such as 12345 or 8888, appear to be more popular simply because they are 
easier to remember. Information retrieved from: http://turbulence.org/Works/nums 
 
xxvi The Secret Lives of Numbers was the single most popular work on the Turbulence site for several years. It is the 
most documented work: research methods, descriptions of tools, data are laid out for you to see -- And what is 
especially interesting from our end, the work has brought Turbulence a new kind of audience – people interested in 
mathematics.  
 
xxvii “…Net Vision and Net Excellence cover a vast arena of online creativity and innovation, next year we hope that 
this is better reflected in the scope of the entries. So, tell all your friends, acquaintances and colleagues, the gauntlet 
has been thrown down and awaits the challenge.” From the jury’s statement. 
 
xxviii Cory Arcangel is an artist who makes art at the intersection of kitsch culture and computer history. It comes 
through in projects like "Super Mario Clouds". An original copy of the Nintendo Video Game Cartridge "Super 
Mario Brothers" was cracked open, and all the data erased, with one exception: the clouds that appeared in the game, 
scrolling by in 8 bit serenity. This fetishism for the dusty abandoned basements of video game culture permeates his 
work, coming out in his musical projects as well.  
 
xxix Quicktime is one of the most popular formats for authoring movie files, and for playing, interacting with or 
viewing video, audio, VR or graphics files. 
 
xxxi Another important fact about Data Diaries is that the speed limitations of the Internet, namely 56k modem 
speeds, were used to determine the parameters of what you see. In this way Cory made these movies or video for the 
Internet rather than compressing traditional media and displaying it ON the Internet. “It is,” as he says, “a true 
internet art work.”  From an email with the artist, May 2003. 
 
xxxii In his Spreadsheets, Sitemaps and Search Engines, Sean Cubitt speaks of narrative’s marginal position in the 
new mediascape as an opportunity for narrative to rethink itself as “a dialectical agent given the task of 
reintroducing time….” Cubitt goes on to say that narrative, as it emerges in the digital age “can no longer afford to 
be whole, entire, complete. Neither closure, nor a middle defined by its terms can hold good of the new temporal 
arts… ” In The New Screen Media,  Part 1, edited by Martin Rieser and Andrea Zapp,  University of California 
Press, 2002 
 
xxxiii From the artist’s statement retrieved at:  http://www.Turbulence.org/studios/crawford/  
 
xxxiv Interview with David Crawford by Helen Thorington retrieved at 
http://Turbulence.org/interviews/crawford.html 
 
xxxv From Jo-Anne Green’s description of the work retrieved at: 
http://www.graphicslink.co.uk/CGIV2005/slide_magruder-image1.html 
 
xxxvi a simple to use but extremely powerful and customizable personal-publishing tool (blogging) built on open-
source software. LiveJournal has over 9 million members. There is an RSS fees from every journal that lets other 
sites aggregate its content. They get about 306 posts a minute. 
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xxxvii Alison Coleman, “Graphik Dynamo [2005] – Armstrong & Tippet, an online review retrieved at 
http://www.furtherfield.org/displayreview.php?From=Index&review id=152 
 
xxxviii From the “About” page retrieved at. http://Turbulence.org/Works/dynamo/index.html 


